Letters
World Scientists’ Second Warning
to Humanity: The Time for Change
Is Now
Twenty-five years have passed, and
humanity has received the second
“Warning.” William Ripple, his coauthors, and more than 15 thousand
scientists are concerned about the condition of our planet and that “humanity is not taking the urgent steps.”
The real message from the warning is
simple and dramatic: Soon it will be
too late for us. It’s high time to wake
up and start working. We are experiencing the sixth extinction event, and
despite the great efforts of many scientists and educators, this critical message has not yet reached a significant
part of society. It is a great shame that
scientists are forced to write the warning a second time and that the environmental situation is becoming worse
and worse. The scientific evidence that
we have crossed boundaries is numerous and obvious. The problem is that
many people do not believe scientists.
Soon, we will see what humans will do
with this most important message.
We are far from sustainability, and
the situation is not much better than
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25 years ago, when the first “Warning”
was published. The Sustainable Society
Index (SSI) integrates three components. In 2016, human well-being had
the highest score (6.4) of the three
well-being dimensions (environmental
well-being and economic well-being
amounted to 4.8 and 4.6, respectively).
The total SSI has the value of 5.2,
which means that the world is about
halfway to full sustainability. The prospect of creating a sustainable society is
still very distant, but we know what we
need to do to achieve that goal. In the
warning, we can find 13 wise, effective,
and sometimes very courageous tips
(e.g., promoting plant-based foods,
counting hidden environmental costs,
and increasing outdoor nature education) on what we must do to achieve
sustainability.
I perceive the warning also as a call
for a new global ethic. This was clearly
highlighted in 1992 and is present
in the current warning. The authors
stress that it is high time to change
our individual behaviors. It will be
revealed whether we are truly moral
beings. Many scientists are convinced
that our human morality was inherited

from our ancestors. Now, we will find
out what we might do with this gift
from the great apes.
Why didn’t the first warning reach
humans? I am not sure whether the
second warning will be accepted. Jane
Poynter, a Biosphere 2 crewmember,
emphasized that for the first time, she
felt an integral component of the biosphere while taking part in the project.
All or most of us do not literally feel
we are part of the biosphere. As long
as nature is seen outside us, separate
from us, we will not be ready to accept
the warning. How will the new world
be if again humanity puts aside the
second warning? My hope is that perhaps we are slow but we’re not stupid
and that finally we will start treating
Earth as our only home.
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